Assessment Updates Client Information
Changes to the collection of Biodata with Oasys
What is it?
We are making changes to the way biodata is collected via the Oasys Platform as an initial phase in our updates to
biodata. This will be updated in early June.
Currently when an assessee logs into Oasys for the first time, they are presented with the biodata page. This includes
mandatory details (first name, last name and email address), research data and any bespoke biodata fields that have
been chosen by the client.
After the update, we will no longer present the biodata page when the assessee first logs into Oasys. There will be an
additional task tile available for completion labelled ‘My Details’ on the dashboard, which will take the assessee to the
existing biodata page and details to complete.
This initial upgrade will enable us to:
•
•

Improve the usability of how the bio data is captured across devices and improve the overall user experience
Help alleviate the perception that the research data could be used to assist decision making

The next phase will follow in Q3.
This will include updating the task tile to become ‘My Profile’ and enhance the biodata content to only display the
research data questions. This change will reduce the number of questions we are presenting to the assessee and
also ensure we are collecting only the information required in order to keep the norm data updated.
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The existing ‘My Details’ area in Oasys will be updated to only show mandatory details and any bespoke biodata fields
that have been chosen by the client and will remain accessible from the top menu (where it is currently located).

When will it be released?
The initial changes will be made in early June.
Should you require support on how to access or use this new functionality, please contact
bureau.manager@savilleassessment.com.
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